
LSD-25 Auto
The Psychedelic Side of Life.

• Great for beginners! Despite the size of up to 120cm, this strain is super easy to grow.
• Purple extractions. The perfect choice for those looking to produce purple extracts.
• Striking terps. A mix of diesel, red wine, and burnt wood that will leave the whole room smelling pleasant.
• Out of this world beauty! A variety of purple hues, expect beautiful colors from head to toe.
• Strong. Novices beware, the super-strong Sativa effect is mind-bending!

An Indica dominant rapid producer, that only needs 9-10 weeks from seed until harvest. A stunningly beautiful purple plant
with THC levels above 21% that will leave you in a cerebral time-warp. Packs on some serious size and weight in a short time,
making her a great strain for growers who need a fast turnaround time, including first-time growers. With intoxicating aromas
like diesel, fuel and smoked wood make her highly desirable to fans of loud and gassy terps. Certainly a favorite amongst the
Fast Buds team and a strain that ticks all the boxes.

Bud description
The flowers have a chunky and swollen appearance, ranging from purple, magenta, violet, and light pink. If you love purple
strains, then this strain is one of the best you will come across. The trichomes are tightly packed together, clustered around
the hypnotic purple shining buds that have a stacked and long characteristic. Bag Appeal is on the next level.
Smoke report
Despite her Indica traits, LSD-25 Auto can blast you into another dimension and keep you there. As her name suggests, she is
mind-bending and certainly on the trippy side! Best suited for smokers with a high tolerance to cerebral roller coasters and
those who enjoy high concentration levels and spurts of creativity. Novice smokers should take in moderation.
Plant Appearance
Expect her to grow between 70-120cm making LSD-25 quite tall for an autoflowering strain, however she is very easy to grow
and is a wise choice for beginner growers looking to fill their tent with quality purps. Once flowering begins, you will see her
pigment shift to various shades of purple and pinks, making her stand out. Yields of 400-500gr/m2 can be achieved in just 9-10
weeks, and thanks to her Indica and Sativa mix, she reacts very well to basic plant training. The fan leaves will be short and fat
with little internodal spacing, keeping her low during the early stages of growth. Once blooming commences, LSD-25 Auto
has a prolific resin profile, making her a highly productive cultivar for hash makers.
Grow Tips
This lady loves a big drink and plenty of them. We recommend feeding more frequently than you would with other strains, as
she is such an aggressively fast producer, but be sure to go easy on the nitrogen especially during flowering, as she’s not the
biggest fan. Tying her down in the first few weeks will really impact the total number of flowering sites, resulting in an even
larger yield. Before harvest, her buds will transform into a beautiful, royal purple color, so there is no need to give her cold
treatments to bring out the purple pigment that is so commercially desirable. For those seeking that infamous purple extract,
be sure to press her in her fresh form.
Flavor
Bold, diesel, chemical taste with just a hint of red wine that can be described as burnt wood and incense. After lighting a joint,
the room will quickly become masked with a fuel, gassy, earthy fragrance that is mildly pungent and long-lasting.

https://2fast4buds.com/seeds/lsd-25


